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Gabby Reads Publishing LLC, United States, 2014. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. 203 x 133 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Book Two in the Mind
Sweeper Series. This book is a novella at approximately 20,000
words. A Mind Sweeper novella that peeks into Jean Luc
Delacroix s past. He has lived for centuries as a vampire, but
the 1980 s may be his biggest challenge yet. How does a nearly
four-hundred-year-old vampire survive a decade of shoulder
pads, big hair, and music videos? Simple. Concentrate on his
job. Jean Luc and his demon partner, Misha, work for the
Bureau of Supernatural Relations. Their task: keep humans
from finding out about the supernatural. Not a simple thing to
do when dead bodies keep turning up with their throats ripped
out. So the team s first priority is to stop a supernatural serial
killer from striking again. The only problem is the beautiful
bounty hunter who keeps interfering with the investigation.
Talia Walker is a bounty hunter who also happens to be a
newly turned vampire. She deliberately avoids other
supernaturals and knows nothing of what being a vampire
truly means. Her job: find a murderer and...
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It in a of the best publication. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You may like the way the blogger write
this ebook.
-- Pr of . Sha nnon Wehner  PhD-- Pr of . Sha nnon Wehner  PhD

This publication is wonderful. It normally is not going to expense too much. Its been printed in an extremely
straightforward way in fact it is merely following i finished reading this publication where actually transformed me,
modify the way i really believe.
-- R ussell Ada m s DDS-- R ussell Ada m s DDS
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